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ALL DATES AND TIMES BY u. T. 

Fig. 2, Jupiter 
P. Fauth 
15-inch Medial 
F 10. 255-.302X. 

Fig. 1. 

-

Fig • .3. Nars 
E. J. Reese 
6-inch refl. 240X. 
April 7, 1950. 4h ~. 
C.M. = .3.31o. 

Fig. 4. Mars 
S. Murayama 
8-inch refr. 288X. 
April 11, 1950. 11h 15m. 
C .M. = .31°. 

Fig. 5. Mars. Fig. 6. Mars. 
T. Saheki T. Saheki. Fig. 7 • Mars 
8-inch. refl. 400X.. 12-inch refl. 400X. D. O'Toole 
Feb. 28, 1950. 17h 5m. March 22, 1950. 15h 15m. 6-inch refl. 185X 
C.M. = 124o. C. M. : 265o. April 24, 1950. 4h om 

C.M. = 170o. 



A S.AHPLE SECTION OF THE HILKDTS MAP OF THE MOON - ··--' ... _ ...... ____ .,. _________ _ 
On the back inside cover of this issue of ~ Strolling ~ronomer there is 

reproduced a sample part of the H. P. llilkins map of the moon. The portion 
shown is a Special Section of the Libratory Regions, which 'vas completed by l1r. 
Hilkins only in 1950. This sample should enable readers to judge for themselves 
the general nature of the map and the quality of our reproducing of it. 

The features shown on this Special Section will not be familiar to most of 
our readers. They are objects which are alternately visible and invisible ·Hi th 
the changing libration. Their mapping is a triumph of patience in wai tin.:; for 
favorable libration and of skill in painstal~ingly drawing peaks, craterlets, 
clefts, etc. at the extreme edge of the moon. Mr. Wilkins and his co-':..rorl:ers 
deserve our congratulations for the success that they have achieved. 

We remind our readers that the serial reproduction of the roeular sections 
will begin with the October, 1950, issue. Those desiring to acquire the map in 
this way need merely now order a t-v1o-year subscription to ,!he Strolling Astrq~~ 
for six dollars. 

1·Te are producing the sections on the back inside 
many readers may wish to detach this page for greater 
map. The pages can easily be kept in a notebook, 
grec:.tly to the interest of your studies of the moon. 

cover in the thought that 
convenience in using the 
for example, and -vrill add 

Fore\.Jorg by Editor. The authors of the t-vro follovring articles are alx·eady 
knoVJn to readers of The Stroll~ Astra£~· Some may wish their addresses for 
possible correspondence about the subjects that they discuss. These are: 

1. lllr. Ernest Pfannenschmidt 
( 20b) :in beck-Hannover 
Grimsehl Strasse 18 
British Zone, Germany 

2. Hr. Sadao l-furayama 
10 Eishikata-machi 
Bunkyo-lm 
Tokyo, Japan. 

Hr. Pfannenschmidt is Director of the Planetary Section of the Btmd der 
Sternfreunde and publishes privately a monthly illustrated neus-bulletin called 
l:1ittoil~en ftl!l£ fla~nbeobachter. We are very glad to publish his paper on 
the optical design of the 11Medial11 telescope because we would like to carry more 
material on telescope-making in The Stro~ling !st!Qn~· Perhaps some readers 
-vlill find much to discuss in the design· of the 11Medial11 - or, best of all, may 
even be impelled to undertake making one. 

Hr. Hurayama is on the staff of the Physics and Chemistry Section of the 
National Science Museum in Tokyo. He is also the Director of the Jupiter Section 
of the Oriental Astronomical Association. His article on the meteorites of Japan 
was kindly written at our request; little of this information has been available 
in Znglish. 



1mL.m~AL PLANETARI~' S .. T~_1ESCOP~) 
Its F ascino.ting and Curious History 

told by 
Ernest Pfar~enschmidt 

Have you ever dreamed of an ideal amateur1 s telescope, a non-plus-ultra, 
combining all of the good qualities of both the refractor and the reflector and 
yet inexpensive and comparatively easy to make in almost any size? Well, this 
is the true-to-fact short story of its actual construction, development, and 
scientific employment, told for the purpose of possibly initiating its comobc.ck 
among earnest planetary observers. 

lllthough its optical principle is lmown to some astra-opticians throughout 
the world, only a bare half dozen oould tell you anythine definite about its in· 
trisic design; and possibly only three or four among the living have ever seen 
or worked with the type of telescope to be described belot·l. Yet the major seleno· 
graphical achievement of our age was accomplished "ivith its aid, only to be lost 
to science under mysterious circumstances. 

During the first decade of the last century, when achromatic astronomical 
object glasses were still rather small and ornde affairs made by trail-and
error methods (J. Fraunhofer was just then making his revolutionary photophysi
cal discoveries) 1 an Englishman named Hamil ton had the idea of combininG re
fractinG and reflecting units in one telescope to diminish the disturl>inc 
aberrations of figure and color. One of his mru1y reasons for desiening the typo 
of telescope he did may have been to eliminate the use of large flint elass 
discs, then most expensive, hard to got, and usually of inferior quality. 

In 1814 he succeeded in designing tho instrument pictured in Figure 1. All 
of its optical elements have spherical surfaces. Hero 0 is tho imo.ging, U1 tho 
correcting or collimating, and P tho deflecting, unit. Tho crown glass objective 
0 is a simple pltl!l.oconvex lens, ground, polished, and figured to astronomical 
standards. Its usual focal length is from 5 to 8 tjmes its diameter. The small 
biconcave flint lens L cuts off and elongates the light cone of 0, similarly to 
our ·Hell-known Barlotv Lens. Directly behind L wo find tho second component of 
the collimating unit, consisting of a metal concave front-surface mirror H, 
which reflects tho light rays emerging from L back thru L and to tho final focus 
normally at Fl. A right anglo prism P, however - it can, of course, bo replaced 
by a suitable flat-deflects tho image sideways to F2 outside ~~e toloscopo tube 
as in a Newtonian. 

Elements 0 and L fundan en tally com;Jr:l3o the achromatic obj octivo. Bocauso 
of tho tv10-way tro.nsmission of light through the flint component L, hovJOVGJ:-, 
astonishing chromatic correcting possibilities may be secured even with glasses 
of normal indices since L comes into effect twice. Slight color collimation is 
in addition possible by moving H farther from, or nearer to, L on tha optical 
axis. Amateurs who know their optics will note that in principle tho system 
represents an apochromatic aplanat, which means that tho instrument is fiet~ed 
for b;o and color-corrected for at least three colors. It is actually the only 
astronomical apochromat employing a simple doublet object glass of different 
lens diameters and surely tho only one enabling color-adjustment. The perfectly 
flat field gives beautiful definition but is rather small. This major drmvbnck 
is of no importance to lunar and planetary observers but may seriously bar 
stellar astronomical endeavors - our reason for signifying it as a "plancto.r:;:11 

instrument. 



Its mechanical advnntages are obv:!.ous. The equivalent focal ratio is 
usually F 10 or F 12; tl1e tube length, approxin:ately 45% thereof'. Imagine possess
ing a trc~sportable apochromatic 12-inch refractor with a tube 4.5 feet longt 

There is no evidence here about whetJ:.er or not the Hamilton apochrotnat was 
ever seriously em:;loyed by its inventor, and it ·tvas soon forgotten. This puzzl
ing circumstance may find its eXl')la."lation in the fact that a few yenrs later the 
improved Fraunhof'or O.G. 1 s and tl1ose of other 1\l.ropean mllkers more readily met 
the demands of' astronomers, 1Jotll amD.teur end professional. Furt.~ermore, the 
easily tarnishlng metD.l spccuJ.1,~ !"'.af have ,~een a bogey. 

It seems as if nearly eight decades elapsed before the telescope once more 
received an earnest thought from Europoc:m lnstr'unent makers. In the early 18901 s 
Abbe{ at Zeiss in Germany was successfully de-,reloping his new and since then 
famous 11Jenaer" optical glasses - opening nev1 paths in telescope optics. 

In the second hnlf of that decade Ludwig .:'chupmnnn (1851-1920), a "t-1811 
knovm former .A'l'M vrho turned professional, designed tvm instruments employing the 
ncn·l glasses. One of them was the Schupmann .Aplanat (not to be discussed hero), 
and the other was an improved Hamilton apochromat which was called a 11lv!edial11 l 
because it combined the achromatism of the reflector with the image-steadiness 
of the refractor. Schupmannf s 13-inch Hedial - constructed by Reinf'eld r~ 
Hertel - was much better color-and figure-corrected than Hamilton's and had a 
silver-on-glass concave mirror. (You will r~nember that Liebig and Foucault 
had developed that method of coating glass in the 1850 1s). 

At the beginning of' this century a tutor and diligent. amateur named Philipp 
Fauth (1867-1941) had Schupmann design a 15-inch Hedial for his privat.e observa
tory at Gruenwald/Munich. Its performance must have been superb, to judge from 
Fauth1 s illustrated scientific publications and the evidence of tho$e who had 
the rare privilege of observing with it, The color adjusting unit, for instance, 
enabled Fauth to oorreet for atmospheric spectra during low altitude observations 
of the Moon and planets. Figure 2 gives a fair example of' what def'ini tion was 
like on an ordinary night. 

Fauth concentrated his Medial on lunar topographical survey work and in 
the 40 years following became a world authority in this field of research, ocll'f!ot 
pleting his eleven foot map of the I,·roon (scale lmm. ;1 Km.) shortly before World 
\:Jar II. During the war the precious original engravings were storAd in a cave 
somewhere in central Germany. Shortly before the end of hostilities they were 
moved to Austria, and since then no trace of them has been found. Samples of 
major Noon regions from Fauth's map wore published in 11Himmelswelttt in the 
1930's. 

Fauth died in 1941. Rumors say that tho 15-inch was mysteriously removed 
before the observatory's final destruction in the latter part of' the vm.r. It 
seems as if' only three large Medials were ever built; the third, a 13-inch in~ 
strument belonging to a private individual before tho war, could not be traced. 
Late in the 19201 s tho Morz Optical Company advertised a small Iviedial \mich 
never appeared on the market. The only living person able to give definite in
formation o.bout tho instruments here mentioned and well acquainted with the 
Medial's intrisic design is the uged Prof. Staus at Pullach-Bavaria, a friend of' 
Prof'. Fauth. 

1. Latin: modio = intervening, the middle. 

~ 



The author is no mathematician. Hm.,rovor, calculations have shovm that the 
chromatic corrections arc comparatively simple to compute, whereas the nbor..
rations of figure turn out to be a job for more advanced ATM1 ~. I should llice to 
suggest therefore that some of our skilled friends of the ''fraternity" tackle 
the problem jointly and design a 11standard11 sized Medial of 10 or 12 inches for 
glasses of normal indices. 

ON THE JAPANE§E METEORITES 

by Sadao Murayama 

Since Japan is only a small part of the surface of our ero~th, meteoritic 
falls are very rare in this country. Thus the total number of definite falls 
knovm to have occurred within the limits of this cou...11try amounts only to 29. Of 
these, 22 were seen to fall; the others were found long after their falls. Accor
dingly the· proportion of witnessed falls to finds is about .3 to 1. This pro
portion is, to the writer's knowledge1 about 1 to 1 in the entire world and about 
1 to 5 in the United States. This comparatively large proportion in Japan may 
be due to the small land area and large population density. 

There were reported 2 falls before 18001 3 falls b etvmen 1801 and 18501 9 
falls between 1851 and 1900, and 15 falls beb..reen 1901 and 1950. Since 19391 
however, 110 meteoritic fall has occurred in this country. Of these 29, 20 falls 
~re of stony meteorites, 7 are of iron meteorites, and the other 2 are reported 
to be stony-iron but, in the '1.-lri tert s opinion, seem to be ordinary stony meteor ... 
ites. It is interesting to note that the greater part of the iron meteorites 
were finds of eld falls whereas most of the stony ones were seen to fall. 

The largest meteoritic stone in Japan is the "K~sen 11 meteorite, vreighing 
about 1.35 Kg., which fell in 18501 just a hundred years ago. This meteorite is, 
at the sa.'lle time, the largest meteorite w:i. tnessed to fall in this country. On 
the other hand, the largest meteoritic iron_, called the 11Tanakami 11 meteorite and 
weighing about 17/+ Kg., is an old and umvitnessed i'all. It is the heavies-:-, 
meteorite ever found in Japan. 

There have been some examples of meteoritic showers also in this country. 
For instance, ten meteorites were collected from the "Satsuma" fall in 18861 and 
twenty-seven specimens were obtained from the 11Nino 11 fall in 1909. The "Aba'' 
meteorite, which fell on April 26, 1927, hurt a girl on her head. It was very 
fortunate that the meteorite was only a very small one v!Oighing about o.2g. 
Perhaps this was the smallest fall· that ever occurred in Japan. On Narch 31, 
1938, a meteorite fell on Kasamatsu, GifU prefecture and pentrated the roof of 
a house and stopped on the floor. This was only a small meteorite, but it was 
enshrined csastono of divinity by the superstitious people. Such were the 
examples of accidents caused by the meteoritic i'alls in Japan • 

The number 
more than sixty, 
Museum in Tokyo; 
some of them were 

of meteoritic specimens collected from the 29 falls amounta to 
and about one-third of tl1em are kept in tho National Science 
but others arc preserved here and there in the country, and 
b9ught abroad. 

Tho collection of Japanese meteorites at the National Science Musewn con-
tains about twenty specimens# including *'Tanakami", ttKeson" 1 11Shirahagi", 
"Yonozu11 1 "Minoll1 "Satsuma 11 1 etc. Besides the investigation of those specimens, 
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we are always searching for new specimens in this country. Recently the writer 
examined more than a dozen suspected specimens collected from various localities 
in Japan, and two of them were identified as actual meteorites. 

One of these was found by Dr. Kanda and his co-workers from an old temple 
in Sasagase, Shizuoka prefecture. This is said to have fallen in 1688 and to 
have been preserved in the temple as on idol. This metl3orite is an ordinary 
chondrite, weighing 695g.; and its speaifio gravity is 3.5. It is the oldest 
meteorite in Japan witnessed to fall and was kept until today. Another nEn..rly 
found meteorite is a small meteoritic iron of llg. It was kept in Yamaeuchi 
high school for many years, but nothing has been reported about it. The defi
nite position and date of its fall are unknown today., though it is said to have 
fallon in some part of Kuga-Gun, Yarnaguchi prefecture. This meteoritic :iron .. con
tains a comparatively large amount of nickel and shows remarkable Widmanstatten 
structure. 

The writer intends to carry our further investigations of these speoimens. 
Although there are only a few scientists engaged in the study of meteorites in 
Japan at the present, we are anxious to make more progress in this braneh of 
science, cooperating with those who are interested in meteorites all over the 
world. 

SOME LUNARJm§ERVATIONS 

On pg. 10 of our May issue we spoke of the lunar eclipse on April 21 1950 
(U.T. date). A little additional information is now at ha~d from these sot~ces: 

1. A letter from M~B.B. Heath on April 291 1950. 

2. The Annexe of the May., 1950, issue of R. Rigollet 1s Qocument~tion d~ 
Ob§~te~. 

3. A lett•3r fron A.T.G. Brito of Colombo, Ceylon, to the editors of·s~ 
~~ ,!elescope, the contents of '"'hioh they kindly conum.micated to us,. 

It appears that only Hr. Patriok A. Hoore was able to conduct seo.rches for 
possible lunar meteors; employing a 9-inoh reflector, he spent 69 minutes in 
ouch searches, 17 of them during totality. Nothing unurual was seen. 1Yir. Noore 
•ms also the only observer able to watch selected ltmar regions for possible 
eclipse-caused changes in appearance. No change was noticed in Linne, Eratc
sthenec, Grimaldi, Atlas, Stoefler, Conon, Riccioli, or the bands of Aris
tarchus. However, it did appear to him that two white spots on Hare Crisiu."1 
1:sst of Picard increased in brightness during the eclipse. These spots are 
numbers 7 and 8 on Hooref s map of part of Hare Crisium on pg. 251 of Jot;.rnal pf 
J:Jl~ British Astropomical Association for October, 1949. They have been sus
pected of abnormal variations by both Moore and Birt in tho past. It v~uld cer
tainly appear vrorthwhile for all who can to give close attention to these tuo 
spots at the total @Clipoeof the moon on September 26, 1950. Unfortv.natel~r 
for the study of eclipse-caused changes, Moore had rather poor conditions for 
observing a:fter totality. Using a 10-inch reflector as rare breaks in the clouds 
permitted, HGath found the outer edge of the umbral shadow to be bluish gro.y 
\-Jhile its interior was dull reddish brown. A. Hestin and A. Schmitt recorded a 
red-brown coloration of the eclipsed part, Hoore considered it ooppor-colorod 
and rather dark. ll.r. Brito with the naked eye found "light blood red or rusty 



tint", and the eclipse was bright enough that the maria and the rim v10ro ahrays 
distinctly visible to him. He souGht to compare the brightness of the totally 
eclipsed moon and Mro~s, minifying the moon by viewing it through a pair of re
versed binoculars (eyes at object glass); the difference in mo.gni tude was -vrell 
over five. A.E.N.A. give -1.0 for the stellar magnitude of Mars on April 2. ---

On pg. 10 of the Hay issue 'He also spoke of Japanese observations of a cur
ious illumination of the limb of the earthlit hemisphere. Mr. T. Saheki has 
continued these observations. The color to him is a "lighter yellowish or rather 
warm ;)tellowish white11 • J. c. Bartlett's somewhat casual impression is one of 
pale blue. Saheki finds the limb-ilJ.t:unination brightest and widest when the age 
of the moon is 1.5 to 2.0 days. Perhaps the same phenomenon was observed by 
\1. H. Haas with a 6-inch reflector on several May and June dates, the ago of the 
moon being 3.5 days or more. He employed filters but obtain~d no conclusive re
sults on the color of the limb-light. His observation at 3n 35m, U,'l'., on June 
19 may be quoted as fairly typical. 11The rim of the earti1lit hemisphere is 
brightened all the way aro~~d. It is thus not composed of separate brighter 
arcs [as Haas sm-1 it on Hay 21 and 23] • The width of the bright rim mic;ht be 
about 3 11 • The rim becomes brighter near each cusp to form the cusp-prolongations 
noted-by J. H. Schroeter and others. The north cusp thus is prolonged .Q£out 12 
degrees; the south, ~] 6 degrees. The north cusp-extension is seen the more 
readily. 11 A po-vJer of 4 7X was used for this observation. 

On pg. 11 of the May issue we reported some speculations by D. 01Toole 
aLout the lunar walled plain Fracastorius. He had once seen cloud-suggesting 
appearances with Fracastorius on the sunrise terminator; and he was puzzled by 
~he fact that he could not see a pair of craterlets on the floor until about 
t"iJo days after sunrise, though peaks and hills were noticed at lower lighting&~. 
Fracastorius has novr been observed again on the sunrise terminator by 0 t Toole 
on April 22 and by Haas on June 20. Only parts of the floor were lit by the 
s~ .n, but there was nothing on either date indicating any lunm- a+...mospheric 
e:docts or unusual appearances. On April 2.3 at colongitude 340° O'Toole wit.h 
his 6-inch reflector sat·l a crater-pit on the floor; he had never provioucl3r ob
served a craterlet before colongitude 355°, including a view on August 30, 19491 

at 346°. (Colongitude is the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise termi
nator and is counted all the way around up to 360°.) In mediocre or poor see
ing Haas could distinguish no craterlets, only peaks or hills, on Juno 20 a+, 
eolongitude 328°, on June 21 at J/+0°_, and on Ju_r1o 22 at 3530. Hm-1ever1 E. ::-:. 
Hare 'Hi th his excellent 12-inch reflector on .April 24 at 351° drew a huge 
number of both craterlets and elevations. Hare suggests that perhaps the
darkness of the floor of Fracastorius explains the invisibility of craterlets 
under low lighting, a similar effect occurring in Plato. 

Recent observers of the crater Conan include E. E. Hare (12-inch refl.), 
L. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), L. T. Johnson (10-inch refl.), D. 01Toole (6-inch 
refl.), and vl. H. Haas (6-inch refl.) •. The terminology used here for features 
in Conan is given by Figure 1 on pg. 1 of the February issue, On i~1ril 27 
both Reese and Johnson observed near colongitude 27~5. Johnson fom1d "Fatlit 
B11 definitely visible only in its southwest half; but Reese saw its northeast 
half easily, though the southwest half was a little the darker. 11 Cleft V11 was 
st~ely visible to Johnson only near its northwest end, where it passed between 
t-vm hills or mounds. "Streak S 11 was invisible to Johnson and ez:tremely diffi
cult for Reese, thour,h Reese saw it distinctl~r on April 28 at 40~9. Conan vras 
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observed on April 26 by Hare at 15~5 and by Haas at 17~4. "Cleft V11 was promi
~ to Hare (lighting already too high for Johnson and Reese on April 27?) but 
invisible to Haas., Perhaps the smaller telescope used by Haas vms not able to 
resolve the cleft from the neighboring edge of the internal shadow in tho crater, 
On his April 26 drawing Haas represented three indefinite white spots on the 
floor. Reese identifies the northernmost of the three as "Hill P11 • Reese :f"ur
ther writes that on December 10, 19M~, at colongitude 17~5 he found 11Hill P" 
brir,ht and conspicuous, while there was no sign of Haas' other two spots. How
ever, on April 71 1949, at colongitude 15~0 Roese saw all three sPots much as 
Haas did on April 26, 1950, L<t colongitude 17~4. "Fault B11 looked ue.finitely 
like a 1•idge in its southwest half to Johnson on April 27 and like the shadow 
of a fault to O'Toole on March 29• "Streak S 11 was very diffuse and indefinite 
to Hare on December 301 1949, at .310; but it looked very real to him on January 
28, 19501 at .3.3~8. On Ha.rch 29 O'Toole saw "Streak S11 to be composed of two 
diverging lines. The mystery of itJ' true nature and appearance deepens 1 On 
Hay 25 at 9~5 Hare found finger-like appendages to the large interior shadow :In 
Canon at the position of two ravines in the northeast part of the floor. Hare 
writes that he confirms Reese's value of the colongitude at which the interior 
sunrise shadow in Conon half fills the orator. It will be noted on pg. 8 of 
the April issue that this value leads to a surprising depth of Conon - 81 200 
feet. 

On April 21 at 3h .3om, U,T., and on April 22 from .3h 15m to 4h 40m D. P. 
Barcroft saw Aristarchus to "glow" on the earthlit hemisphere. He apparently 
~~s that more is involved than the ordinary visibility of brighter features 
on the earthshine, Using a 19-inch reflector at 74X and 98X, Barcroft savr the 
earthlit hemisphere details better than he ever had before, The 11glow11 :In 
Aristarchus by earthshine would appear to be similar to an appearance noted by 
Barcroft on Nay 21 19491 when ho compared it to "a nebula projected against 
the moon's surface." A i'evr observers have thought that the visibility of 
Aristarchus by earthlight shows variations not explicable by ·tl1e illumination. 

D, O'Toole has sometlines been puzzled by seeing a IL~~ inside the Linne 
white area, and he wonders how this peak is related to the crater usually seen 
there under i'avora.ble conditions. On April 241 25 1 and 26, he sau this peal<: 
again m1d recorded its shadow, which was naturally longest when the lighting 
uas lowest on April 24. On all three dates the peak was in the vrestern part of 
the white area. O'Toole could distinguish no ornter in the white area from 
April 24 to 27, Observations by Barcroft and Hare on April 24 at almost the 
sc::<me time as O'Toole's gave quite different results. Barcroft 11got repeated 
glimpses of the Linne spot as a minute, shallovi crater, w:i th a lip on the west 
side, 11 Hare, who had the largest telescope and very probably the cleare.st vielr, 
found the Linne crater to be cone-shaped l-Ii th raised rims so that both interior 
and exterior shadO\-rs were observed, The editor Is interpretation would be that 
0 1 Toole's peak is really the west outer wall of the crater, uhich has been seen 
lc~rge and brilliant under low morning illumination \rl.th an 18-inch re:f.'ractor. 
The shadow of the peal<.: is then merely the shadow in the west part of the Ol"'ator, 
and the position of the peak in the western part of the white area is also eY~ 
pla:lned, Views under evening illumination might fully settle 1-1hether or not 
this interpretation is correct. 

Hriting on June 11 R. Rigollct tells us that A, Hestin agrees that his 
lunar bright spot of March 26 (pg. 8 of Hay issue) was too large for a lunar 
meteor. Hr, Hestin has formulated an hypothesis, we are told1 which accounts 
for the diffuseness and large size of ·the spot by the condensation of carbon 
dir!xide on the night side of the moon, assmning that a meteorite was aotually 
the cause. 
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E. E. Hare has been experimentincr, in lunar pt;rotoeraphy vTith his 12-inch re
flector. The smallest craters that he has been able to record on film arc two 
and one-half or three miles :i.n diameter. His practice has been to project the 
lunar image through a one-half inch eyepiece, thus getting a scale of 15 inches 
to the moon's diameter. A sai'lple print that he took on Hay 24 at colongitude 
358° employed a 4-second exposure with Tri X Pan film, (He lack informntion 
about whether or not the telescope has a drive,) On this print some of the 
Triesnecker Clefts can be faintly perceived, while the Hyginus and Ariadaeus 
Clefts and the central mountains in Godin and Agrippa are shown very plainly. 

During the last month we have received observations of Mars from: J. c. 
Bartlett, Jr, (3.5-inch refl.), T, R. Cave, J:r, (8-inch refl.), P, Chorley 
(3.5-inch refl.), w. H. Haas (6-inch refl.), E. E. Hare (12-inch refl.), S. 
llurayama (8-inch refl,) 1 and '1'. Saheki (8-inch refl.). The planet is no1v ra
ther remote; the angular diameter 'Hill decrease from 7~9 on July 1 to 6~8 on 
July 31. During July the north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 25 to 
23 degrees, On July 15 quanti tycnrill be 148°; tho Martian season is thus the 
latter part of summer in the northern hemisphere. 

L. T. Johnson has often found a red filter helpful in vie-vring surface 
fe~ttures, Perhaps readers will wish to use such a filter on Nars in 1952. 
C, F. Tombaugh has often found an orange filter a definite aid in vievring the 
planets· and the moon, 

In our April and June issues we described some cloud-projections on Mars 
reported by our observers. Examples are sho1m on Figures 5 and 7 on pg, 1, \·Je 
novl attempt some general remarks on this subject. It is unfortunate that 
JL:,.p .o. observations in 1950 show almost nothing about the motions of these 
c''..0uds over the surface of Hars. It is.J:hra;ylL!Q.Q.§~_:Llill2.2rtant ~2 .. .-i~rz. tq __ :r:.~~P
.§·~.~~~loud=N.Q.i~ctioP._.QQ_immedi~~e..ly .. sub.ee9E.~n.:t.§at~s and_ tg_m£~.SUF~2.R~_§}_i.
.[~G.t.£. its_ :eosi ti2!}. VIe also lack data on the heights of these clouds above the 
surface of the planet, though some o~jservers did report that their projections 
>vere close to the limit of observability. The most serious lack, however, is 
a basic one; just how are we to decide whether a given apparent cloud-projec
t-ion is real or an irradiative effect? It would appear to be very much in 
o:~der to carry out experiments with simulated cloud-bulges on artificial discs 
in order to try to determine hov; small a projection can be detected and dis
tinguished from a false irradiative effect caused by a brieht area near the 
edge of the disc of Mars. vihen the planet was near opposition last Harch a 
second of arc equalled about 300 miles; hence, a cloud risine 20 miles above 
the surface of the planet would subtend an angle in profile OR the limb of only 
0~07. Of course, it would extend a ereater distance than that above the termi
:nator. In interpretine the apparent cloud-projections it would be a groat 
advantage to know whether a deformation of the outline of the limb of that size, 
for exa~ple, could be detected. 

In correspondence with the editor Dr4 James c. Bartlett, Jr. has discussed 
at some length the possible heichts of yellow clouds on Hnrs. These are us
ually interpreted as dust clouds. The stimulus to the discussion was given by 
Dr. Bartlett's observation of a distinctly projecting yellovr cloud on the limb 
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on April 4~ the color being confirmed well with filters. On pg. 47 of G, de 
Vaucouleurs 1 The Plan,eJ: ~' a book reviewed in our June issue, the height of 
yellow clouds above the surface of Nars is given as two to three miles. The 
editor pointed out that B&1 tlett1s yellow cloud very probably had a height of 
at least 20 miles since it was seen as a distinct projection on the limb. Dr. 
Bartlett replied that this great hcisht did not exclude its being a dust cloud, 
He remarked that ash from the eruption of Krakatoa, ash perhaps similar in its 
J2.bz.sic al nature to l-1~tia.n d.ust, reached a height of 17 miles in the earth 1 s 
atmosphere, He directed attention to lowell's determination of a height of 1? 
miles for a tawny or yellow cloud seen at his observatory on May 261 1903 
(Nars and Its Canals, pg. 101 et, seq,) and to the wide distribution of loess 
from the deserts of the earth, Dr, Bartlett further urges tha·t it is a mistake 
to speak of the yellow clouds as sandstorms; they are instead finely divided 
dust. He thinks that true sandstorms do occur on Mars, that they lie close to 
the surfaoe,and that they reveal themselves as distinctly reddish obscurations. 
A few examples of a reddish haze over parts oi' the planet vrere observed by Hare ' 
and Bartlett in 1950 and may represent such sandstorms. 

During the first half of April Hare thought that many features, both eq
uatorial and northern, were fainter than in late February and early March, 
Among the marks affected he listed Fans ~ventae, Lacus Tithonius, Lunae Lucus, 
the southern third of Acidalium (note Fic;ure VII on pg. 1 of June issue) 1 and 
ce.nals near Syrtis Hajor. It may be recalled here that t..he summer solstice of 
tl-.e northern hemisphere fell on March 14. On Nay 4 Hare found Fans Juventae 
rrru.~h more difficult to see than when Hars was at the same distance from the 
oarth in February, Somewhat similarly Murayama on April 13 and May 24 found 
Hiddekel and Gehon canals much fainter than early in the apparition, 

A number of observers studied colors on Mars, and it is clear that in 
April and May there was at least a statistical tendency for northern ~ and 
ca.1als to be brownish and for southern maria to be bluish or greenish. O'Toole, 
Reese, Haas, and Saheld sometimes saw this difference between the two hemis
pheres plainly. An exception was that Euxinus1 the dark northern part of Syrtis 
Hajor, was a very dark blue. Ebisawa and Saheki called it a cerulean blue and 
commented on the beautifUl contrast between Euxinus and the relatively creen 
maria to its south. Our picture of northern browns and southern greens or 
blues is of interest in connection with the statement on pg. 62 of Vaucouloursl 
1'h~ Planet~ tha.t Martian regions tend to become brown when the spring wave 
of darkening reaches them, Our picture, to be sure, is doubtless oversimpli
fied. The northern Mare Acidalium, for example, was greenish gray to Saheld, 
d2.rk crreen to Ebisawa, and bluish gray to aeose, Hellas looked bluish white to 
Sa.~eki1 :bisawa, and Hurayama, as Argyre I did to Saheki. Did clouds of Type 
I cover these regions? The region Elysium, however, was yellowish white to 
Se.heki. At times Saheki saw complex composite hues; on June 6 he described the 
Casius-Utopia shading as being grayish blue but as showing much brown. One is 
reminded of some of Hare's reports on Martian colors (pg. 12 of May issue). 

We now give a partial description of surface features as our observers saw 
them from April to June. · The map of Mars in the April issue will show much of 
the terminology used here. 

On May 13 Hare was still able to Glimpse ~ree forks of Aryn. The third 
fork, a small one, was noted by him on April 6 and 7 at the east (right in 
simply inverted vim.r) end of a Sinus Sabaeus abnormally extended toward Narg
aritifer. Several observers saw Neudrus oanal joining Sabaeus and Margnritif0r; 
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and Saheki sometimes drew a broad, dark band near this position, especially in" 
late May. Margaritifer Sinus was often called notably durk, and Sinus Aurorae 
was appreciably darker than Mare Zrythreun. In the best vievrs l1arc Acidalium 
revealed a complex structure, '.J'ith many dar!cer spots. On pg. 12 of the June 
issue we spoke of a bright rift observed in early April beb.·reen the north base 
of No..re Acidalium and the north polar band; this rift is shO\m on Fieures 3 and 
4 on pg. 1. :Hurayama observed this rift again on May 24, but it had become 
faint. Cave also saw this rift. As Hare had done in early April, Haas on May 
9 a.'1d Saheki on several dates in late Hay savr a notably darl: Iaxartes co.nal to 
join Acidalium to the north cap. Figure VII on pg. 1 of the June issue shows 
this aspect. Is Iaxartes, then, a track fo:..~ the advance of the sprins vrave. of 
darkening, similar to Hellespontus in the southern hemisphere'? On 1·1ay 9 o..nd 16 
the outline of Acidalium looked pentagonal, or at least polygonal, to Haas; and 
the Japanese observers then saw about the same appearance, Saheki, 1~bisaHa, 
Cave, Reese, and Hurayama drew Nilokeras as a doubled canc.l and saw Achillis 
Pons as a very dark spot on the northern component (Figure 4). The components 
converged toward Lunae Lacus. However, Z"uisawa on April 12 in a good vieu dretr 
Achillis as a double oasis, one on each component of Nilokeras. On the same 
occasion he drew a lfnew 11 dark shac.ling in Chryse at the junction of Hydraotes 
and Iamuna canals. Ebisawo. confirmed this feature on Hay 14 and 15; and 
Hurayruna observed it in both April and Hay, first on AprH 11. It is faintly 
present on Figure 4. This feature is absent fron all of the editor's mnps of 
Hers; but such a development is not unique for the Red Planet, and the region 
indicated should be carefully \-ra.tched in 1952. Solis Lacus was usually in
Vi>3ible, though its occasional presence was reported by Bartlett 'Hith a 3.5-
inch telescope and even by Howe vrith o. 1 .. 5-inch telescope. A number of ob..:. 
servers speak ol' veilines of detail in Thaumasia by Hartian clouds and mists. 
Some of the best views showed notably d?.rk marks along the north edce of 
Thaumasia, Detail in the northern and equatorial deserts between longitudes 
70° ancl 160° was very difficult. Arnone the features seen were Ascraeus Lacus, 
Lo.cus Phoenici.s and Pyriphloc;cthon canal. Nbc Olympica may be present on a 
drm.Jinc; b~r Ebisawa on Nay 15 • 

The Propontii formed a feature looking much l:Uce Hare Acidaliu.'n (Fic;ure 
7) and also showing much structure in the best viev!s. At the end of April Haas 
found it clearly darker than the southern maria in its longitude::;. On June 5 
he found it much liGhter, and on ~Tune .s anc. 9 ho suspected that the Pronpontii 
had become two rather light spots. Perhaps a seasonal change is involved. 
Hades canal was aonspicuous and was seen by many different observers; the same 
was true of Cerberus canal, uhich appeared double to Saheld bet·ueen Triviu.'n 
Charontis and Pambotis Lacus. Trivium Charontis was fairly dark and conspic
uous and perhaps had a peculiar shape. Sinus Gomer was conspicuous, but ap
parently only Hare saw it detached from the main part of Hare Cimmerium. 
Elysium was round to Saheki early in June. Some A.L.P.O. drawings earlier this 
year shovl it distinctly polyc;onal. w. H. Pickering thouc;ht that the shape 
changed as the bounding canals shifted across the surface of Hars. The rnatter 
would appear to deserve careful study. The lare;e shadinG over Utopia remained 
conspicuous and showed much complex internal structure (~igure 6). At its 
south end Nuba Lacus and the 11 new11 spot just vmst (left) of Huba 1-.rer2 often 
eacdly seen, :Sbisawa and :tviurayama on .April 28 showed the south part of the 
Utopin shading to. be cut off from the rest by a vJhi tish rift, One is reminded 
of Achillis Pons betueen Acic.lalium and Niliacus (Figure 4). The Utopia rift 
may have been a transient feature; it was not drawn by Saheki on April 29. 
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Nepenthes was a conspicuous canal and looked double to Saheki (Figure 6) • The 
"Libya gap 11 prominently indented the southwest shore of Syrtis Major (Figures 3 
and 6). It was apparently seen best when Syrtis was one to three hours east of 
the central meridian of longitude. Curren on April 16 at C.M. 2420 (central 
meridian) and O''l'oole on April H~ at C.H. 2,38° to 256° indeed saw the north end 
of Syrtis Najor as a completely detached very dark spot, though the southern 
parts were appearing faintly for O'Toole by C.N. 256o. Are we dealing with 
Martian mists over Syrtis that dissipated as the forenoon advanced7 Sru{ura Fens, 
the 11new11 oasis that Slipher photo[{raphed in 19.39, was observed on Astusapes 
canal by Saheki, Murayama, Hare, and Ebisawae This oasis was tiny and very dark. 
Astusapes vas apparently more conspicuous in April and May than early in the 
year, In May Saheld and Haas could only glimpse Pandorae Fretum as a thin and 
faint streak. On May 28 and 29 Deucalionis was dusky to Saheld. Protonilus
'l'ri tonilus-Qxus formed a long canal, which to or Toole and Haas was the botmdary 
between regions of slightly different briGhtness or color. On this canal 
Ismenius Lacus, Dirce Fons, Siloe Fons, and Oxia Palus were seen as dark knots. 
On April 7 and 8 Ismenius was seen as a pair of spots,orat least elongated, by 
Hare, Tombaugh, Reese (Figure 3), Johnson, and Cave. 

Nartian atmospheric obscurations of surface features have been relatively 
cor.unon this year, and some striking veilings have been seen in the Syrtis ~iaj or 
region. 1t1e lemn from E. Pfannenschmidtl s Mitteill.U'lgen ~ ~ten£eq£_achi~ 
that German observers saw strikine obscuro.ti~ns there in February and Hn.rch. 
On February 17 the whole northern part of the Syrtis was veiled fer both 
Pfannenschmidt and G. D. Roth; careful studies by the latter with color filters 
confirm the· occurrence of large-scale Nartian meteorological phenomena in this 
vicinity. On March 2h Syrtis was very faint to Heath; he fOWld it darker on 
Harch 27' and normal on March 29. An especially interesting history can be con
structed from Japanese and ~"Tlerican observations in May and June. Several dif
ferent American observers saw Syrtis normally dark on May 12, 14, 15, 171 and 
19. On lv!ay 21 Haas was surprised to find the whole Syrtis peninsula extremelz 
faint and indistinct, even when on the C.H. 'l'riton and Nepenthes canal~ were 
rather faint, perhaps beinr, involved in the same general obscuration. On the 
same date Cave £Uspecteg that Syrtis was not normal but ha4 no opportunity for 
an adequate examination. On Hay 22 Haas found Syrtis Najor restored to. its 
usual darkness, and Bartlett found it extremely dark close to the terminator. 
On Nay 23 Haas fol.U'ld the north part of Syrtis Hajor ar;ain faint and indefinite, 
even on the c.N., and thus much as on May 21; althour,h it had been as dark as 
the Utopia shading on Nay 221 it was lighter than Utopia on May 23 at a similar 
C .H. Cave, however, thought Syrtis normal on !'fJ.aY 23 in fair seeing, On May 25 
at 3h 5n, u:r., Syrtis Major was very dark ~ust ;ithin the terminator to 
Bartlett but was invisible to Johnson! Near 4 and 5 it was about normally 
dark to Haas. Syrtis was sufficiently dark to Saheki · and Haas on May 281 · to 
Saheki on r·:ay 291 and to Murayama on May .30. On June 31 hovrever, it was utter
ly invisible to Saheki at C.H. 264° and was very faint and difficult to him at 
C.M. 274c. Saheki obtained similar results on June 5 and 6. The obscuring 
mists thus apparently thinned a little as the Nartian day advanced, but even 
near the C.H. Syrtis Major was strikingly and abnormally faint. 

On May 21 June 9, and Jl.U'le 10 Hare Acidalium appeared to .be obscured to 
Bartlett, who in other views has seen this feature very plainly. On May 2 and 
June 9 it was seen near the su..'>lset liiab by another observer with a larger tele
scope about two hours after Bartlett hnd observed. 
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The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers expresses its 
a~preciation to Mr. Wilkins for his kind permission to reproduce 
:~is :::ap of the moon. 
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